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DON'T GO THERE! (PLACES TO AVOID!)

THE MERCURY (CAP HILL)

Goth club that's older than dirt. The only thing that gets you banned is starting a fist fight in the space. The management gets worse every time is changes hands. I've seen convicted sex offenders get let in. Drug dealers have had fights there over who gets to sell there. One time they lost their little pouch of drugs. Me and my bandmate found it & split it between us. I was zoning out on Gabapentin for awhile, lol.

ASK A PUNK! IN THE KNOW

Black Lodge: (FB.com/black.lodge.9)
Located on 427 Eastlake Ave E, between LoFi & Victory Lounge, is a DIY space that hosts a whole bunch of cool shit. Check 'em out!

Witch Bottle: (witchbottle.bandcamp.com/)
Local band that plays of some sick shows.

Babylon Death Party! (kockteifon.blogspot.com/)
Hosted by Kock Teflon. This one is a bit hard to track down as it has no official page but it's def worth checking out. More often than not it's hosted at Fred Wildlife Refuge, though sometimes at DIY spaces.